Series: Grafen
Colors: White, beige, brown, grey, anthracite
Product Speciality: 30x60cm wall tiles and decors, 60x60cm and 45x45cm glazed porcelain floor tiles
Typology: Modern
Areas of Use: Residential, bathroom
RM - 8290
White
30x60cm

RM - 8297
Hexagon White
30x60cm

CAM - 1081
Lined Full Decor White
30x60cm
RM - 8292
Grey
30x60cm

RM - 8299
Hexagon Grey
30x60cm

CAM - 1083
Lined Full Decor Grey
30x60cm

RM - 8294
Anthracite
30x60cm

RM - 8204
Hexagon Anthracite
30x60cm

CAM - 1085
Lined Full Decor Anthracite
30x60cm
RM - 8291  
Beige  
30x60cm

RM - 8298  
Hexagon Beige  
30x60cm

CAM - 1082  
Lined Full Decor Beige  
30x60cm

RM - 8293  
Brown  
30x60cm

RM - 8203  
Hexagon Brown  
30x60cm

CAM - 1084  
Lined Full Decor Brown  
30x60cm
GS - N 6121 / GS - N 8121
White
45x45cm / 60x60cm

GS - N 6122 / GS - N 8122
Beige
45x45cm / 60x60cm

GS - N 6123 / GS - N 8123
Grey
45x45cm / 60x60cm

GS - N 6124 / GS - N 8124
Brown
45x45cm / 60x60cm

GS - N 8125 / GS - N 8125
Anthracite
45x45cm / 60x60cm

FLOOR TILES
FROST RESISTANCE
SLIGHT VARIATION
INDOOR HOTEL OFFICE BATHROOM RESTAURANT OUTSIDE